The objective of this paper is to present results from the evaluation of a neural control scheme implemented within the NASA IFCS F-I5 project. In particular, the neural network controller is based on an adaptive predictorcorrector control strategy. The study is conducted within the WVU IFCS F-15 simulation environment, which enables to evaluate a wide range of failure scenarios. Analysis of the controller performance is performed in situations where the state variables vary within a wide portion of the flight envelope and in different failure conditions. Post failure performance evaluation concerns maneuvers accomplished both with the pilot-in-the-loop and with pre-recorded reference signals. Failure test-cases are grouped in three categories: actuator lockage at an imposed deflection, actuator lockage at the cument deflection, missing of a control surface portion. Results demonstrate the capability of the neural controller in dealing with slight and hazardous damages.
Introduction
The main objective of the Intelligent Flight Control Sysfem (IFCS) F-15 programo1 is to develop and evaluate through flight tests innovative flight control schemes, allowing the pilot to recover from primary control surface failures, which aremajor threats to flight safety.
The control scheme described in this paper is one of the 3 methods proposed by the West Virginia University (WVU) team within the Gen 2 NASA IFCS project ( Figure  1 ). The common feature of the 3 WVU schemes is that they are all based on neural algorithms, however neural networks (NN) are used in different ways. The first approach is based on the Non Linear Dynamic Inversion (NLDI) technique'21,", AlAA GN&C Conference, Vol. 3 , AIAA Reston, VA, 1998, pp.1722-17?8. [3' augmented with a pre-trained neural network (PTNN), providing the values of the aerodynamic and stability derivatives within the whole flight envelope. The second approach features a robust controller based on the Stochastic Optimal Feedforward and Feedback Technique[" (SOFFT), which belongs to the class of State Feedback Linear Quadratic Optimal Control approaches. In addition, the SOFFT controller is augmented with a neural network to compensate errors due to system uncertainties andor failures on primary control surfaces.
The third approach, outlined in this paper, takes advantage of the NN capabilities in performing system identification. In particular, the control activity is handled by two adaptive neural entities which identify the forward and the inverse F15 model and are connected according to the predictor-corrector scheme[41. The identification of the forward dynamics of the plant is accomplished to estimate on-line the plant Jacobian, which is used in the inverse model adaptation process to implement the back propagation through the model.
In previous efforts this control architecture has been successfully adopted by the first two authors to implement a fault-tolerant Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO) neural adaptive rate damping autopilot for a nonlinear H-106 helicopter modelrs1. In this study the controller is used as a Control Augmentation System (CAS), with the reference model tracking task, within the WVU IFCS F-15 simulation environment. Differently from the previous application, the number of control channels (lat, Ion, dir) are less, than the number of the commanded surfaces (collective and differential stabilators, differential ailerons, differential canards, collective rudders). This implies that a command distribution action must be accomplished within the control strategy.
Control Strategy
As shown in Figure 2 desired handling qualities are set through a reference model. Flight commands are generated by the pilot through longitudinal and lateral stick ( 6,,.n,,j,h , ) and pedals ( 6di,p,o, The control scheme is based on the reference model direct inverse scheme (also known as predictor-corrector).
As shown in Figure 2 , the plant emulator represents the forward model while the controller action is carried out by the inverse model. The forward and the inverse models have both three input variables and three outputs 'as they identify the direct dynamic response of angular rates G., q, r ) to command inputs (6,,,, Ston, S,,,) and viceversa. The forward model consists of three Multi-Input-Single-Output (MISO) networks connected in a parallel structure, whereas the inverse model features a SISO network for the longitudinal channel (4) and two MISO networks for the lateral and directional channels @, r). This architecture has been selected as a result of a tradeoff between the requirement of suppling exhaustive information to each network and the necessity of minimizing the dimensions of the inputloutput relationships to the neural schemes. Each NN is Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) with a single hidden layer which implements the identification of NARX (Neural Auto Regressive with external inputs) systems according to the following scheme: Unlike previous implementations of the predictorcorrector scheme, the inverse model has no direct feedback, meaning that the NN input vector is independent from the calculated output. Actually the input signals U @ -I). u(k-2). ..., u(k-n+l) (with n = network order) are provided by a linear inverse model, which feeds the neural system with an estimation of the plant input at the previous time steps ( SI , , , SI,,, S,ir)tkn according to the following equation:
where B is the state space system control matrix defined as:
where the aerodynamic and control derivatives are relative to trim conditions and are kept constant even in non nominal conditions.
The terms (Ll, MI, NI) are the actual plant acceleration contributions, which are functions of the inertial and geometric aircraft characteristics as well as the actual angular rates and aerodynamic angles:
( 12) The neural inverse model is fed by the linear inverse model and filters the signals compensating for nonlinearities, modeling errors, model uncertainties and the dynamic modifications due to failures and non-nominal flight conditions. The results will show how the neural network activity increases as a consequence of some of the events mentioned above.
Avoiding the direct feedback of the NN output decreases the risk of oscillations during transient phases and allows greater time steps, which, in tum, reduces the simulation time.
Neural Network Training Algorithm
The forward and the inverse models are pre-trained using the back-propagation technique featuring the Levenberg-Marquardt methodI3.
To make the controller adaptive and fault tolerant, the forward and the inverse model must he trained on-line. The error functions which are minimized for the forward and the inverse model on-line training are respectively: The on-line training algorithm belongs to the Recursive Identification methods category and is basically an extension of the Recursive Pseudolinear Regression (RPLR) algorithmI4. This technique is based on the step by step updating of the e , , and 8, vectors, which group in vector shape respectively the couples of matrices Wlp, WZ, and WI,, WZ,.
Omitting subscripts for simplicity, the equations below represent the Kh time step of the RPLR algorithm:
applied according to the constanf-trace technique. The ' 4 matrix determines the gradient descent direction; for the forward model it is simply: 
Failure modeling
A failure modeling stategy has been developed and applied for longitudinal, lateral and directional control surface blockage and partial destruction['s1.[t61. The method is based on the assumption that when a control device failure occurs, an alteration of the aerodynamic forces and moments results which is equivalent to a net loss of "aerodynamic efficiency". The contribution of each individual control device to the total external forces and moments is isolated and expressed in terms of a single parameter which can he varied during the simulation.
Actuator blockage
A 'control surface blockage' implies that, after the failure occurrence at time t , , , the deflection of the control surface is no longer controllable since it either remains fixed at the value corresponding to I, , or at a value reached shortly after t/l (which is not a commanded position but a result of the failure). This behavior mainly characterizes a failure of the actuator or an actuator related mechanisms. A failure involving a blockage of the control surface at a fixed deflection value does not alter the aerodynamic properties of the control surface.
Missing surface
Of different nature is the 'destruction type failure', which means that the "aerodynamic efficiency" of the control surface is deteriorated starting at the failure occurring moment '/2. A surface damage parameter sd describes the importance of the failure by means of the ratio between the efficiency parameter after and before the failure occurring moment.
Thercforc: sd ~[0,1], with sd=l for no failure and Sd'o for completely missing control surface.
Results
The performance of the neural controller has been evaluated through different sets of maneuvers.
The first set of maneuver is accomplished with prerecorded time histories of 56 seconds. The control action concerns short aileron, stabilator and rudder doublets and are devided into two successive sequences, from 0 to 24 sec and from 32 and 56 sec (Figure 3) . Failure is scheduled at 24 sec, but the absence of the pilot-in-theloop makes the failure a quasi-random event. In this second set of maneuver 8 different failures are considered, to evaluate the effects of partial missing control surfaces (Man. from #2 and #5) and locked surfaces at the current deflection (Man. from #6 and #9). Failures concern in turns the 4 surfaces: stabilators, ailerons, rudders and canards, as shown in Table 2 and Table ' . Comparison is made with the first 24 seconds of each maneuver (Man. # I), which reflect the controller behaviour in nominal condition. The NN activity, reported in Table ' and Figure 4 , is the difference between the command signals (Flat, F,,,, F,,,) calculated by the linear inverse niodel and those actually obtained by the neural inverse model. The NN activity is obviously supposed to increase when the aircraft is subjected to a failure event. Actually Figure 4 shows how the NN respond to compensate the aircraft deficiency, consistently with the kind of failure that occurs: the partial missing stabilator requests an increasing of the deflection mcan value while the lockage implies wider deflection of the remaining effectors, Figure 5 shows the relative error for the three channels, roll, pitch and yaw, calculated as a percetage of the maximum value of the reference signal for Man. #4 -after the trim into the new flight condition, a set of doublets on the primary control surfaces has been performed in the same way as described above.
Referring to Table 4, Table 5 and Figure 6 , Man. #IO is peformed in non failure condition. Man. #I I features a left stabilator lockage at -5 deg in In = 30 sec. (before the first rudder doublet, as shown in Figure 7 ). Man. #12 refers to a right canard lockage at -5 deg in tn = 30 sec. Thus, this set of maneuvers shows up the combined effects of the failure and of the operative condition change (in terms of altitude and ground speed). shows that the tracking action is performed with very low errors for roll and pitch channels, while the yaw channel has always less desiderable peformace, due to the strong coupling betweenp and r. For Man. #I 1 and # 12 the tracking errors slightly increase, in particular for the pitch channel as far as Man. # 1 1 is concerned and for the yaw channel in Man. # 12, as failures affect the aerodynamic surfaces that contribute, respectively, to the pitch and roll angular rate. Table 5 the integral of the control activity (ICA) for all the surfaces in terms of collective and differential stabilators, collective e differential ailerons, rudders, collective and differential canards. Obviously the control activity increase for all the three channels, apart from the surface directly aftected by the failure. This is due to the asymmetry of the failure which may introduce dynamic coupling effects and alteration of both force and moment setting up. 
Conclusions
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